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HISTORY OF ROCK AND ROLL AND POPULAR CULTURE 
 
Name: _______________________________ Section: _____________________ 
 
UNIT 1:  Lecture 2 : Black and White - ROOTS OF ROCK AND ROLL 
 
Black Musical Influences: 

1. __________________________ 

2. __________________________ 

3. __________________________ 

4. __________________________ 

White Musical Influences 

1. __________________________ 

2. __________________________ 

3. __________________________ 

KEY NOTES: 

Blues:  Unique, ___________________ form of music that evolved in the South from 

__________ songs.  Themes of the blues included lost __________, ______________ 

frustration, jealousy, or ____________ times.  Singing became an outlet for many newly 

freed ________________________, who faced continued economic and social 

oppression. 

Country Blues:  Solo singer with _____________.  _______-bar musical form.  Three-

phrase ___________ lyric form.  Emotional, personal lyrics.   

 

W.C. Handy:  Know as the “Father of the _____________.”  Was a bandleader that 

recognized the commercial value of the Blues and became one of the first to archive the 

music, by publishing it as _____________________.  By publishing the Blues, he 

helped to transform the music from country blues (a spontaneous form that was NOT 

written down) to _______________ blues, music that was performed by solo singers 

with a ____________________ and WAS written down.   

 

Listening Example:  Kind Hearted Woman Blues by _________________________. 

Recorded in 1936.  Features the classic three-phrase AAB lyric form. 

 

Listening Example:  St. Louis Blues by _______________________, performed by 

Bessie Smith (known as the “_______________ of the Blues,”) and ___________ 

Armstrong.  One of the first blues songs to succeed as a ________ song.  This version 

of the song was inducted into the ______________ Hall of Fame. 
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Elements of Jazz that can be heard in rock music are _____________________, 

_________________________, and swing rhythm. 

The melismatic style of Gospel singing, where a singer embellished a single syllable in 

several notes, as shows up in ____________ music. 

____________________________ grew out of the urban blues.  Unlike blues, this was 

music that people _____________ to because of the hard-driving ____________ and 

included __________________ instruments. 

 

Traditional Rural Music: also known as _____________________ music.  Derives 

from the folk music of ______________ settlers and developed in the Appalachian 

Mountain region.  Features ______________ instruments, and is one of the foundations 

of modern ___________________ music. 

Country Music:  featured traditional songs, strong _______________, and a flat-

picking guitar style. 

 

Nashville and the Grand Ole Opry:  A weekly ______________ broadcast of live 

performances of ______________ singers.  Made careers and forced country artists to 

live in ____________________, which remains the center of country music today. 

Listening Example: Hey! Ba-Ba-Re-Bop by ___________________________ 

12-bar blues form, also features call-and-_________________________. 

Listening Example: Wayfaring Stranger sung by ___________________________ 

In a __________________, a song that tells a story. 

Listening Example: Keep on the Sunny Side,  sung by ________________________ 

Known as the “First ___________________________.”  Their music uplifted listeners. 

Listening Example: Blue Yodel No. 9,  sung by ________________________ 

Known as the “Father of _________________________.”  He was one of the first 

inductees into the Country Music and the ___________________ Hall of Fames.  

Features Louis Armstrong on _________________________. 
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Honky-tonk:  Developed in _____________ and ___________________ of Texas and 

the South.  The sound was _______________ in order to be heard over the crowds.  

Featured ____________________ instruments, like the electric guitar and pedal steel 

guitar, along with _______________. 

 

Listening Example: Hey Good Lookin’,  sung by ________________________ 

Famous for playing ___________________.  Ranked as _________ most influential 

country musicians.  Could not _______________________________. 


